2005 dodge durango o2 sensor

For more information go to Properly functioning oxygen sensors are important when it comes
to your vehicles fuel efficiency and reducing harmful exhaust emissions. Specifications: 4-wire
We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or
Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:.
Oxygen Sensor part. See All. Returns Policy. Quantity Sold. Product Fit. Shop Dodge Durango
Oxygen Sensor. Showing 1 - 15 of 82 results. Display item:. Sort by:. Guaranteed to Fit. Core
Charge. Add to cart. Wire Length Thread Size : M Part Number: RD Part Number: Part Number:
WKP Wire Measurement; Part Number: NP Page 1 of 6 Showing 1 - 15 of 82 results. Featured
Brands. Reviews Questions, Answers. Bosch invented the automotive oxygen sensor and is the
number one choice of vehicle manufacturers around the world. Feb 15, My part arrived on time,
thanks. Jermaine Page. Purchased on Feb 04, Dec 27, Very satisfied. Excellent part. Purchased
on Oct 10, Oct 20, Liked the way Representives help with my problem. On second order I
mistakenly ordered by photo and received the wrong sensors. Received immediate help from
Car Parts Representatives who got me the correct parts. Purchased on Oct 13, Show More.
Helpful Automotive Resources. P Code: HO2S Heater Control Circuit Bank 1 Sensor 3 Newer car
models determine oxygen content through heated oxygen sensors in the exhaust system before
and after the catalytic converter s. The information supplied by the oxygen sensors helps the
fuel system maintain the right air to fuel ratio. Downstream oxygen sensors also help the PCM
determine the efficiency of the. The PCM uses a closed-loop air-fuel metering system and
monitors the heated oxygen sensor signal voltage. It utilizes various data from the sensors in
the car, such as the oxygen sensors, manifold absolute pressure. P Code: O2 Sensor Circuit
Slow Response Bank 1, Sensor 2 The rear sensor is located behind the catalytic converter, and
bank 1 refers to the side of the engine that houses the 1 cylinder. It uses this information to
make short-term or long-term fuel corrections, like changes in fuel delivery strategy and ignition
timing, in order to achieve the optimal air-fuel ratio. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with
Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain
Disclosure. Accessibility Statement. The code is triggered when:. Typically, the only symptom
of P is going to be the service engine soon light. In some cases, there can be other symptoms
as well. These symptoms include:. But, like anything that causes the service engine soon light
to come on it is a good idea to have it fixed as soon as possible. A poor air fuel mixture going
through the catalytic converter. Here are the most common issues that cause the P code in the
Dodge Durango. They are presented in order somewhat of most to least likely to cause the
problem. It is possible to diagnose the P with a multimeter. If the light comes on, even for a
second, you know that you have a short circuit causing the P trouble code. Good luck finding
whatever caused P in your Dodge Durango. If you have anything that you would like to add,
please feel free to leave a comment below. The code is triggered when: The voltage at the
sensor remains above threshold for 20 seconds or more Voltage to the sensor is to high wiring
problem, think short Bad O2 sensor itself There are also some less likely problems that can
cause P Bad Oxygen Sensor â€” The O2 sensor itself is one of the most likely reasons that P is
triggering your service engine soon light. See directly below. They are relatively affordable at
Autozone or Amazon. Wiring Harness Issues â€” The wiring that goes to the front and rear
oxygen sensors is very susceptible to damage. This is due to the fact that O2 sensors are under
the chassis where they are subject to punishment from road debris, and they are subjected to a
lot of exhaust heat. Damage to the Terminal â€” The terminal that the oxygen sensor connects
to the plug is also relatively susceptible to damage. Wrong O2 Sensor â€” If you are getting P
after having recently replaced your Oxygen sensor, it may be that the replacement is wrong or
bad. Durango P Diagnosis It is possible to diagnose the P with a multimeter. Conclusion Good
luck finding whatever caused P in your Dodge Durango. I need to change the oxygen sensor?
Do you have the same problem? On the same side, sensor 1 is the sensor first before catalytic
converter and sensor 2 would be after the converter. Check out the diagrams Below. Please let
us know if you need anything else to get the problem fixed. I have to replace the sensor and it
appears to have multiple ones. Was this answer helpful? So bank 2 is the opposite. Sensor 2 is
the second one back usually found after the catalytic converter. I will see if I can locate a
diagram. EXPERT One thing to be aware of, unless you have actually tested the sensor to be
sure it is the issue, you could easily replace it and discover that the real problem was in the
wiring. What is the actual code that makes you think the sensor is bad? There was another after
that. Reading this or without a diagram even if it is in a napkin I might have replaced the wrong
one. So right hand would be from the drivers seat. On your truck if it has California Emissions
you have a total of four O2 sensors. As PRP stated Bank one is always where number one
cylinder is. That can be different depending on the make year model and engine in a vehicle.
Now if you have a Federal emissions system depends on where the truck was originally bought
The above still applies but you would only have two sensors. They are still S1 and S2. Now if I

understand your response above you were facing the engine and replaced Bank 2 Sensor 1.
Hope this helps. Images Click to enlarge Was this answer helpful? I am such an amateur I tell
you. It is one of the things that you learn as a mechanic that applies to vehicles and medicine.
Saying drivers side works if you never work on a motorcycle, combine or a right hand drive
vehicle. What side of vehical and area of exhaust. Where is bank 2 located? Do you. Bank 1 is
the side with the number 1 spark plug. Images Click to enlarge. Was this answer. Does anyone
have a diagram that can point me to which sensor is bank 2 sensor 2 on my truck it is the
model? Bank 1 is where the number one spark plug is. Bank 2 is the passenger side. One thing
to be aware of, unless you have actually tested the sensor to be sure it is the issue, you could
easily replace it and discover that the real problem was in the wiring. Thanks, so as I am looking
at the engine, I replaced the first on the left of the exhaust pipe. Most auto "directions" are given
from the drivers seat not in front of the vehicle. Not a problem. Here are both the Federal and
California diagram: Image Click to enlarge. Where is bank2 sensor 2 on a dodge ram 5. B2S2 is
located on right side of transmission-See below Was this answer. Please login or register to
post a reply. Related Oxygen Sensor Location Content. No Power!? Still Have No Power. There
Is No Cat Or Im At My Wits End. Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! Engine size can
be found on a sticker under your hood. Orders ship same day when ordered by 2pm ET. Need
your part faster? Choose expedited shipping at checkout. Providing you the highest quality,
direct fit replacement auto parts enforced to the strictest product standards. Exceeding
customers' expectations every day, our team of passionate auto enthusiasts are here to help.
Thousands of how-to auto repair videos specific to year, make and model guide you
step-by-step through your repair. This part will only fit a Dodge Durango with these options. If
your vehicle isn't listed, close the window to return to search. Clear vehicle X. Year Make Model.
Search by Vehicle. Select your vehicle. Year Make Model Search. What year is your Year. Free
Same Day Shipping. Shop by Engine Displacement Metric. View: 10 5 Filter by Vehicle. Year Part
Type. O2 Oxygen Sensor. O2 Oxygen Sensor with Install Tool. DIY Solutions. Walker Products.
Engine Displacement Metric. Side Location. Driver Side. Passenger Side. Oxygen Sensor
Location. Upstream or Downstream. Filter Results. Replaces Dodge Durango V6 3. Guaranteed
to Fit Dodge Durango. Part : 1AEOS Add to Cart. Part : 1AEEK See all trademarks. Guaranteed
To Fit Providing you the highest quality, direct fit replacement auto parts enforced to the
strictest product standards. USA Customer Support Exceeding customers' expectations every
day, our team of passionate auto enthusiasts are here to help. Instructional Video Library
Thousands of how-to auto repair videos specific to year, make and model guide you
step-by-step through your repair. Terms of Use Privacy Policy. Narrow Your Results: Select
your year, make, model to find parts that fit Before proceeding, select your Vehicle, to verify this
Part will fit. Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: Air Temperature Sensor. Fuel
Injection Main Relay Connector. Fuel Injector. Fuel Injector Connector. Fuel Injector Harness
Connector. Fuel Injector Harness Connector Set. Fuel Injector O-Ring. Fuel Injector Rail. Fuel
Injector Seal. Fuel Injector Seal Kit. Fuel Injector Set. Idle Control Valve. Idle Valve Gasket. MAP
Sensor. Oxygen Sensor Connector. Oxygen Sensor Kit. Oxygen Sensor with Socket Kit. Throttle
Body. Throttle Body Gasket. Throttle Body O-Ring. Throttle Body Seal. Throttle Position Sensor.
Throttle Position Sensor Kit. Water Temperature Sensor. Air Intake. Body Electrical. Body Sheet
Metal. Chemicals and Fluids. Climate Control. Cooling System. Drive Belts. Engine Electrical.
Engine Mechanical. Fuel Delivery. Tools and Hardware. Crown Automotive. DIY Solutions.
Spectra Premium. Standard Motor Products. Walker Products. Shop By Vehicle. Replacement
Oxygen Sensor. Click to Enlarge. Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping. Replacement
Oxygen Sensor Kit. Bosch Oxygen Sensor - Downstream. Bosch Oxygen Sensor. Features:
Premium Bosch oxygen sensors are designed to improve fuel economy while reducing harmful
emissions Direct Fit includes OE Connector for easy installation Performance meets or exceeds
OE specifications True Direct-fit OE connectors and harness. Bosch Oxygen Sensor Downstream Left. Bosch Oxygen Sensor - Downstream Right. Bosch Oxygen Sensor Upstream. Bosch W Oxygen Sensor. Product List Price:. Features: OE-Equivalent. Direct fit for
easy installation. OE Style connectors and wire lengths. Base ceramic probe of Zirconium and
Yttrium. Patented Platinum Power Grid. Fine particle filter. From overall sensor design to the
critical ceramic element, Bosch is known worldwide for quality and performance. Shipping
Options: Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. Bosch Oxygen Sensor - Upstream Left. Bosch Oxygen
Sensor - Upstream Right. Features: Quality Tested - built to a strict level of product standards.
Direct Fit Replacement - Guaranteed to fit and function for your specific application. Notes:
Oxygen Sensor -- V6 3. Notes: Oxygen Sensor -- V8 4. Notes: V8 4. Walker Oxygen Sensor Downstream Left. Features: Designed to meet or exceed OE specifications in form, fit and
function. Direct fit replacement. Performance meets or exceeds OE performance. Increase fuel
economy and lower emissions. Walker Oxygen Sensor - Downstream Right. Walker Oxygen

Sensor - Upstream Left. Walker Oxygen Sensor - Upstream Right. Walker Oxygen Sensor.
Features: NTK is constantly improving sensor designs to provide excellent performance and
improve resistance to failure. NTK oxygen sensors heat up rapidly to meet requirements of the
vehicle to improve fuel economy and reduce emissions. NTK's proprietary ceramic element
overcoat protects against sensor failure. NTK oxygen sensors are equipped with OEM specified
connectors and attaching hardware for easy installation. Dual-coated platinum element to
increase longevity and ensure the quickest response time. NTK is constantly improving sensor
designs to provide excellent performance and improve resistance to failure. NGK Oxygen
Sensor. Features: NTK oxygen sensors heat up rapidly to meet requirements of the vehicle to
improve fuel economy and reduce emissions. Denso Oxygen Sensor - Downstream Left. Denso
W Oxygen Sensor. Denso Oxygen Sensor - Downstream Right. Denso Oxygen Sensor Upstream Left. Denso Oxygen Sensor - Upstream Right. Denso Oxygen Sensor. Denso Oxygen
Sensor - Upstream. Denso Oxygen Sensor - Downstream. Notes: Universal -- O. Quality
Universal Replacement Sensor. Features: Manufactured to the highest O. Delphi Oxygen Sensor
- Upstream Left. Delphi Oxygen Sensor - Upstream Right. Delphi Oxygen Sensor - Front.
Features: years of OE experience, supplier to the world's top automakers, OE Heritage and
knowledge built into every aftermarket part. Smart design consolidates SKUs without using
long wires Delphi planar technology covers older, conical design sensors Patented protective
sensor coating helps prevent contamination OE tested to , miles, plus 2, hours severe thermal
testing Validated for all fuel types, including ethanol blends like E85 Delphi is a global OE
manufacturer for oxygen sensor and all oxygen sensors are built to Delphi's OE standards. For
the position specific to your vehicle, refer to the Application tab. Delphi Oxygen Sensor - Front
Left. Delphi Oxygen Sensor - Front Right. Delphi Oxygen Sensor - Rear. Delphi Oxygen Sensor Rear Left. Delphi Oxygen Sensor - Rear Right. Mopar Oxygen Sensor - Left. Mopar Oxygen
Sensor - Upstream Left. Mopar AB Oxygen Sensor. Mopar Oxygen Sensor - Upstream Right.
Mopar Oxygen Sensor. Mopar Oxygen Sensor - Upstream. Crown Automotive Oxygen Sensor Rear. Features: Oxygen Sensor. Crown Automotive Oxygen Sensor - Front. Ramco Oxygen
Sensor. Delphi Oxygen Sensor - Downstream Left. Mopar Oxygen Sensor - Downstream Left.
Image is not vehicle specific. Mopar Oxygen Sensor - Downstream Right. Standard Motor
Products Oxygen Sensor. Catalog: E. Vehicle Engine Position Dodge Durango. Catalog: B.
Vehicle Engine Dodge Durango. Catalog: A. Catalog: Q. Vehicle Dodge Durango. Smart design
consolidates SKUs without using long wires Delphi planar technology covers older, conical
design sensors Patented protective sensor coating helps prevent contamination OE tested to ,
miles, plus 2, hours severe thermal testing Validated for all fuel types, including ethanol blends
like E85 Delphi is a global OE manufacturer for oxygen sensor and all oxygen sensors are built
to Delphi's OE standards Position: Front Condition: New Position s Front, Front Left, Front
Right. Smart design consolidates SKUs without using long wires Delphi planar technology
covers older, conical design sensors Patented protective sensor coating helps prevent
contamination OE tested to , miles, plus 2, hours severe thermal testing Validated for all fuel
types, including ethanol blends like E85 Delphi is a global OE manufacturer for oxygen sensor
and all oxygen sensors are built to Delphi's OE standards Position: Front Left Condition: New
Position s Front, Front Left, Front Right. Smart design consolidates SKUs without using long
wires Delphi planar technology covers older, conical design sensors Patented protective sensor
coating helps prevent contamination OE tested to , miles, plus 2, hours severe thermal testing
Validated for all fuel types, including ethanol blends like E85 Delphi is a global OE manufacturer
for oxygen sensor and all oxygen sensors are built to Delphi's OE standards Position: Front
Right Condition: New Position s Front, Front Left, Front Right. Smart design consolidates SKUs
without using long wires Delphi planar technology covers older, conical design sensors
Patented protective sensor coating helps prevent contamination OE tested to , miles, plus 2,
hours severe thermal testing Validated for all fuel types, including ethanol blends like E85
Delphi is a global OE manufacturer for oxygen sensor and all oxygen sensors are built to
Delphi's OE standards Position: Rear Condition: New Position s Front, Front Left, Front Right,
Rear, Rear Left, Rear Right. Smart design consolidates SKUs without using long wires Delphi
planar technology covers older, conical design sensors Patented protective sensor coating
helps prevent contamination OE tested to , miles, plus 2, hours severe thermal testing Validated
for all fuel types, including ethanol blends like E85 Delphi is a global OE manufacturer for
oxygen sensor and all oxygen sensors are built to Delphi's OE standards Position: Rear Left
Condition: New Position s Front, Front Left, Rear, Rear Left, Rear Right. Catalog: F. Catalog: C.
Catalog: P. Skip to main content of results for "durango oxygen sensor". Skip to main search
results. Eligible for Free Shipping. Customer Review. Packaging Option. International Shipping.
Filter results by your vehicle:. Enter a new vehicle to add it to Your Garage and filter the results
below. Enter a new vehicle. Get it as soon as Thu, Feb Amazon's Choice for durango oxygen

sensor. FREE Shipping. In stock on March 5, Denso Oxygen Sensor. Get it as soon as Fri, Feb
Only 13 left in stock - order soon. Only 17 left in stock - order soon. Get it as soon as Tue, Mar 2.
Only 1 left in stock more on the way. Only 18 left in stock - order soon. Price may vary by color.
Only 19 left in stock - order soon. Only 4 left in stock - order soon. N
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